
SURVIVAL CAMP 2024 

Finally we can announce the 8th edition of SURVIVAL CAMP. 

Two sessions with 5 days of hard work each. 

All to improve YOU as basketball referee! 

We will take care of everything what each of us needs on the 
court. We will kill your bad habits and you will be 
„infected” with better ones. 

Officiated games will be serious games of professional 
players who will be also getting ready and improve their 
skills for the next season! 

Together with our partner „Get Better” we prepare training 
program to improve refereeing skills and officiating 
technics!  

We will work on correct movement, proper positioning, clear 
observation, but also team work, communication and 
cooperation with players and coaches.  

There will be a lot of practical trainings but in the 
meantime we will have some theoretical sessions when each of 
us will be active. We will talk about criteria, selection of 
calls and  way to manage games.   

There will be a chance to analyse our work supported by new 
technologies. This will help us to understand what we do 
right what we do wrong, how we can do better!  

http://www.getbetter.pl/pre-season-workout


We will provide you with the possibility to collect the data 
about your body condition. You will have chance to work with 
physiotherapists and get information from professional 
coaches how to work to avoid injuries or get away from them. 

Each day we will work with physical preparation coaches to 
improve not only our bodies but also all aspects of our 
movement on the court. 

We prepare some special sessions with people from Euroleague, 
NBA and FIBA.  

If you ready to make step forward join us! 

You can register now for following sessions  

Session 1: 15-19 July 2024 * 
Session 2: 22-26 July 2024 * 

Both sessions take place again in Jezierzyce Slupskie. 
Nobody can disturb us there!  

Small group of campers - huge results at the end of 
the week. Survival Camp provides very modern way of 

working to improve referees’ skills in all individual 
aspects. 

On our website REFEREE.PL you can find information and 
pictures from 6 previous editions.  

We not provide comfortable accommodation, but we serve all in 
one place with quick access to training facilities, 
specialists, coaches and instructors, all to maximise our 
time for work!   

If you, or any of your colleagues, are interested to join The 
Survival Camp, please fill in the  Application Form SURVIVAL 
CAMP 2024 Session 1 or 2 at our website.  



Each session will be max 9 to 12 referees. 

Should you have any questions, feel free to contact us by 
email: j.zamojski@referee.pl or by phone: +48601736920 

Full residential costs: 435 EUR - all inclusive (full board) 

* There will be possibility to arrive on Sunday afternoon and departure Saturday morning.  

mailto:j.zamojski@referee.pl

